On the possible manifestation of harmonic-anharmonic dynamical transition in glassy media in electron paramagnetic resonance of nitroxide spin probes.
Continuous wave (cw) electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) and echo-detected (ED) EPR were applied to study molecular motions of nitroxide spin probes in glassy glycerol and o-terphenyl. A linear decrease with increasing temperature of the total splitting in the cw EPR line shape was observed at low temperatures in both solvents. Above some temperature points the temperature dependencies become sharper. Within the model of molecular librations, this behavior is in qualitative and quantitative agreement with the numerical data on neutron scattering and Mossbauer absorption for molecular glasses and biomolecules, where temperature dependence of the mean-squared amplitude of the vibrational motion was obtained. In analogy with these data the departure from linear temperature dependence in cw EPR may be ascribed to the transition from harmonic to anharmonic motion (this transition is called dynamical transition). ED EPR spectra were found to change drastically above 195 K in glycerol and above 245 K in o-terphenyl, indicating the appearance of anisotropic transverse spin relaxation. This appearance may also be attributed to the dynamical transition as an estimation shows the anisotropic relaxation rates for harmonic and anharmonic librational motions and because these temperature points correspond well to those known from neutron scattering for these solvents. The low sensitivity of ED EPR to harmonic motion and its high sensitivity to the anharmonic one suggests that ED EPR may serve as a sensitive tool to detect dynamical transition in glasses and biomolecules.